Integrative Interests Fieldwork: A graduate student workshop

In partnership with the Center for Latin American Studies during their annual “Fieldwork Festival”, the purpose of the Integrative Interests Fieldwork Workshop is for graduate students to prepare for and reflect on fieldwork experiences. Students will be able to share information about lessons learned, ask questions about needs and interests, and build a community with students with similar interests.

This student workshop will serve as a prelude to the afternoon poster session from 2-4PM.

Helicopter research (also referred to as ‘parachute science’) is when researchers from higher-income or more privileged settings carry out research in resource-poor settings with limited to no involvement of local communities or researchers.

UF Host and Coordinator: Jonathan Dain, Senior Lecturer Tropical Conservation and Development Program jdain@latam.ufl.edu
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For more information contact Jonathan Dain jdain@latam.ufl.edu